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ABSTRACT

The internet dramatically changed who can get access to information and in turn who can talk
about it. However, spend just a few minutes online and it becomes apparent how little critical
analysis is actually taking place. Motivated reasoning prevents most people from being able to
evaluate evidence about controversial issues in an unbiased manner. (Kahne and Bowyer,
2016) The illusion of explanatory depth emboldens extreme opinions about systems that are
more complicated than they seem. (Rozenblit and Keil, 2002) Social media algorithms create
echo chambers that distort one’s capacity to perceive the world at large. Choices of
convenience-- as in the choice not to fact-check, not to explain your reasoning, not to survey
opposing viewpoints even if it means having to search-- all undercut one’s ability to reason with
rationality. We aim to create a learning tool, in concert with a series of modules, that does a
better job of engendering these skills with the intent of providing an alternative to the essay
typically deployed in schools to teach critical thinking. Students analyze and map sources for
credibility and strength of effect focused around a given issue to create a pseudo-meta-analysis,
and reconcile their findings with their own opinions w
 ith support built in to  our solution design.
The goal is that learners recognize the value of engaging with opposing ideas and evidence and
demonstrate these behaviors outside of the learning system. Additionally, learners will soften
extreme views that lack grounded evidence. This can be measured by looking at heat maps of
movement along our charts, as well as investigating the level of reasoning and engagement with
evidence that disagrees with their view.
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CHALLENGE
Claire, a junior in high school, recently tweeted, “raising the minimum wage to $15 would
eliminate poverty in this country, and anyone who doesn’t know this is a disgrace of a human
being.” She is an intelligent, passionate and engaged student. She can write brilliant essays and
demonstrates excellent reasoning and logic on school assignments. But when it comes to her
personal beliefs, she tends to rely on those of her peers and extended cultural network rather
than evidence and reasoned judgement—a process which Daniel Kahan describes as
“Identity-Protective Cognition” (2014). Her opinions are extreme and oversimplified without her
knowing it. As her tweet reflects, she believes that her view is “right,” and everyone else’s is
wrong. There is  little opening for debate, or space for common ground.
It’s important to consider what might have led Claire to post something so antagonistic
and devoid of transparent reasoning. Claire’s overconfidence on the minimum wage issue could
stem from what Rozenblit and Keil would refer to as the illusion of explanatory depth, or IOED
(2002). This concept describes the fact that people consistently overestimate their
understanding of systems. In one experiment, subjects were asked to rate their understanding
of a toilet, then asked to actually explain it in depth, then rate their understanding once more.
Participants’ confidence in their own understanding dropped dramatically after they were
confronted with the experience of actually trying to explain the system. Researchers have also
documented IOED around political knowledge (Fernbach, Rogers, Fox, & Sloman, 2013). The
IOED was very strong in subjects that reported extreme views on systems like immigration,
which is perhaps what allowed them to rationalize such radical ideas.
Kahne and Bowyer (2016) showed how motivated reasoning can distort rationality in
online interactions as well, possibly accounting for the stubbornness in Claire’s comment. In an
experiment where over 2,100 Americans between the ages of 15-27 were asked to evaluate the
accuracy of several simulated Facebook posts, results showed that the partisan framing of a
given post had more of an impact on a subject’s overall judgment than the accuracy of the
information contained in the post. The echo chambers that Claire attunes to throughout the day
reinforce this kind of motivated reasoning. The phenomenon of reifying evidence that supports
our ideas and rejecting evidence that doesn’t can be seen flourishing on social media posts and
comments sections of articles similar to Claire’s post. (Taber and Lodge, 2006)
In this instance, Claire’s experience represents a microcosm of the level of thinking
generally exemplified by Americans online today, especially in the context of controversies
about science, politics, and current events. Stories published on the internet no longer are
judged only on the merit of their content, but by the reaction they create measured in clicks,
shares, and comments. This shift gives otherwise marginalized readers access to the
conversation, a proverbial voice for the once voiceless. However it also incentivizes
provocativeness over accuracy and nuance, both in a story’s content and framing and in
people’s publicized reactions. In a recent PEW study, researchers showed that partisan criticism
in a given post generates more likes than bipartisan language (2017). Motivated reasoning and
the illusion of explanatory depth likely play a significant role in why certain kinds of
sensationalized news and reactions gain so much capital in the form of clicks, likes, and shares.
Patrick Weber (2014) states that commenting on news articles is the most common form
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of citizen engagement online. This can be empowering when framed as the avenue for
deliberative digital democracy, however, anyone who has ever trolled the comments section of
news sites, subreddits, or controversial Facebook posts can attest to the fact that most the
dialogue could be classified as divisive and even abusive. Aside from the vulgarity of many
comments, democratized access to digital media and dialogue around it on the internet makes
misinformation, whether purposeful or mistaken, more prevalent and harder to expose
(Lewandowsky et al., 2012). Young adults especially are severely under-equipped to assess
credibility on the internet despite perceived confidence in their ability to do so (Hargittai et al.,
2011). Accordingly, they are more vulnerable to deception. If this is the only means by which
young adults are interacting with important issues, they are being deprived of the necessary
skill-building in learning how to reason with depth and rigor around society’s most pressing
topics. The assessments in place to draw out critical thinking in schools, such as the
often-deferred-to five-paragraph essay, tend to teach students how to write in a way that will
earn full credit on a strict rubric rather than actually engaging with the deeper questions at play.
Actually engaging with diverse people and ideas is critical to ensuring Claire actually
applies these new skills. It’s one thing to teach someone how to think in abstract, but there is no
guarantee these skills will transfer when it comes to being confronted with someone who
disagrees with you on an issue at the core of one’s identity. Accordingly, the concept of
engaging with difference has come to the forefront in education as a worthwhile and impactful
goal. Gurin (2002) states that difference can be cultivated in three realms; structural diversity,
informal interactional diversity, and classroom diversity. Cultivating difference within the
classroom allows students like Claire to engage with diverse people and ideas so long as the
experiences are curated effectively by the teacher, a task which Belief Map can help with.
Additionally, Claire needs to genuinely engage with difference in conversation and not just as a
pretext.
In retrospect, Claire may have lacked access to more diverse opinions and evidence, but
the structures currently in place for online dialogue incentivized the choices she made. Claire,
her peers at school, and the billions of other people spouting extreme and ungrounded opinions
on the internet need to understand how these habits are undercutting our collective ability to see
the world as it really is. Everyone must learn to process contradicting information by engaging
with rather than dismissing perspectives that don’t align with our own. Moreover, we will realize
that her opinions hold more authority when they incorporate and respond to others’, not less.
With our help, Claire will discover the autonomy of her own judgement through the humility of
understanding. Claire will experience the value of this exercise in her classroom, then she will
apply the same tool to topics of interest outside of her academic requirements. A
 nd then the
world will catch on as we slowly expand access from the classroom to the internet as a whole.

LEARNING
Benefits:
The goal of our solution is to instill a sense of agency in each learner with respect to
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formulating grounded opinions on complex questions. By providing a tool for evaluating and
visualizing their reasoning, learners will develop an appetite for comparative research and
discourse as a means of solidifying the foundations of their opinions. Additionally, they will
recognize and hold accountable ungrounded claims when they encounter them in the wild. I f a
student reads an article claiming that an immigration ban would help raise wages, he or she will
rigorously analyze what evidence upholds this claim rather than accepting it as fact and using
this as a basis for future arguments. Phillip Fernbach would refer to this as creating “explanation
fiends”, as opposed to foes, who desire detailed mechanistic explanations in general (Fernbach,
Sloman, St. Louis, & Shube, 2012). Learners would additionally be able to better articulate what
they do not know, how this should affect their certainty, and whether they need to learn more to
make a judgment.
After a learner has completed a chart for their own beliefs and their appraisal of the
evidence landscape, the next step is putting these charts in conversation with those of their
peers. By having two learners discuss their differing placements of the same sources and
questions, learners can zero in on the mechanisms that led each other to different
interpretations. The learner would also be better able to distinguish good evidence from bad
evidence both in their own claims and those of others. L
 earners would feel motivated  to engage
with the evidence supplied by both sides, and in this way, combat IOED and motivated
reasoning. Changing one’s opinion would be destigmatized and instead celebrated. In theory,
learners’ opinions would converge towards experts in the field based on merit of ideas rather
than social desirability.
Lastly, learners will recognize the inherent value of exposure to and engagement with
diverse opinions and evidence. Gurin (2004) demonstrates the numerous benefits of engaging
with difference for both the individual learner and society as a whole. Learners will be able to
recognize nuance in issues that previously appeared binary, and be able to find common
ground with people they perceived to be completely indefensible. Learners will embrace the role
of “natural born arguers” as a societal good, because they see value in pushing their own
assumptions and those of others in a respectful forum (Mercier, Boudry, Paglieri, & Trouche,
2016). Additionally, McLoughlin and McGill have shown that teaching critical thinking in
humanities classrooms can help reduce belief in pseudoscience.
Theory:
Deanna Kuhn’s “Developmental Model of Critical Thinking” provides a useful paradigm
for the desired path learners will go through (1998). In the article, Kuhn illustrates different levels
of epistemological understanding. Absolutists think of assertions simply as facts that are correct
or incorrect, multiplists view assertions as opinions freely chosen and all holding equal merit,
and evaluativists think of assertions as judgments that can be evaluated and compared. Kuhn
believes it is the goal of society to get everyone to this final stage, but that most do not make it
there. A quick browse of a Facebook news feed would support this idea, as a majority of posts
(including Claire’s) could be deemed absolutist in nature. Our solution seeks to push learners to
go from absolutist to evaluative on any given issue or claim through a series of steps. Learners
would first make initial opinions about a given subject in the context of a, “Does X cause Y?”
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format. After they would be exposed to a curated set of evidence that represents different
voices, varying in authority and evidence type. With each piece of evidence the learner
appraises how it helps answer the larger question at hand, and in the end uses the sum of
interpretations of evidence to reconcile his or her own opinion. By curating this process on a
micro level with single subjects, the goal is that learners would become more evaluative in
nature in general over time. We foresee needing to scaffold the first few modules in order to
ensure that learners know how to navigate the charts and appropriately evaluate evidence,
especially when it comes to topics that are deeply intertwined with identity.
Within this overall framework, there are a few major mechanics intended to engender an
evaluative mindset. Asking people to provide evidence and justification for their claims is
intended to help illuminate what learners do not know, addressing the illusion of explanatory
depth. Fernbach and his colleagues demonstrated how forcing people to explain underlying
systems of political topics had a major modulating effect on the certainty of extreme opinions
(2013). In a different study, he was able to prove how articulating what one did not know about a
given issue helped reduce overconfidence. (Walters, Fernbach, Fox, & Sloman, 2016).
Self-explanation has been proven to help readers detect comprehension in their own reasoning
and that of others as well (Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann, and Glaser, 1989). King (1994) goes
further to highlight the major components of self-explanation we would like to see in effective
posts: using your own voice and language, emphasizing explanation over content, and
connecting to the community’s prior knowledge. We see these ideas being incorporated into our
solution by asking users to deconstruct their own larger opinions through evaluating sources
that give context to sub-questions they may not have even realized needed to be addressed.
Our design will emphasize evaluating others’ claims based on reasoning and evidence
alignment with the hope of undercutting any motivated reasoning at play. Taber and Lodge
would refer to this as getting learners to value accuracy motivation over directional motivation
(2006).
After going through the evaluation protocol on a subject, learners are encouraged to
enter a communal dialog with a peer reacting to the same big question. Mercier and his
colleagues testify to the benefits of reasoning in groups as opposed to isolation because of how
groups hold individuals accountable and appropriate evidence (2016). Our solution will
emphasize changing of one’s opinion as something to be celebrated to create a more
collaborative atmosphere. Conversations will be in the style of threads so as to maintain a
coherent topic, whereby users will hold each other accountable to providing evidence and
addressing each others’ skepticism.

DESIGN OF THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE
Key Features:
A student using Belief Map will go through the following five steps for a given causal claim: 1)
plot your opinion, 2) interpret evidence, 3) revise your opinion, 4) engage in a one-on-one
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discussion activity with someone who thinks differently, and 5) reflect on larger issues in society
in a full class discussion.

This is the core loop of the experience a student will have investigating a single claim. We
recommend having students repeat the full core loop with multiple claims--starting with
non-controversial topics, such as BPA or antioxidants--and working up to political topics, such
as gun control. Each activity for a given claim includes a curated module of sources. A sample
structure of modules might look like this:
1) Tutorial (e.g. what is the effect of this mechanic on my car?)
2) Non-controversial topic (e.g. what is the effect of antioxidants on health?)
3) Lesson o
 n how to recognize our own biases, and respect for others (e.g. t he Oatmeal
comic)
4) Controversial topic (e.g. what is the effect of restricting access to guns on society?)

Core Loop
1) Plot your opinion
Belief Map introduces a new way of expressing belief about a causal claim. For example, t hink
about your belief about the health impact of antioxidants. Are antioxidants good for you? The
absolutist would frame this as a yes or no question -- antioxidants are either good for you or not.
With Belief Map, we ask you to express your belief by marking a position on a 2 dimensional
plot. The X axis is the strength of the effect. If you think antioxidants are good for you, how good
for you are they? Are they going to save you from disease and prolong your life, or just shorten
a few colds? The Y axis is your level of certainty about that. Are you guessing, or are you
confident? The example position in the following chart indicates that the user believes
antioxidants have a moderate benefit for health, and is pretty confident about that opinion, but
not certain.
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2) Interpret information
Next, Belief Map offers a new way of interpreting information--using the same chart, but
tweaking the definitions of the axes slightly. The X axis becomes an interpretation -- according
to the source, what is the strength of the effect? The Y axis becomes, what is your judgment o
 f
the credibility of the source? The following example represents a user who has read a New York
Times article about a study in mice (which appears below the chart), and concluded that,
according to the article, antioxidants are pretty good for you, and they think it is a fairly credible
source, but definitely not the final word.
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3) Update your position
Students go through these steps for a variety of sources that represent a range of effects and
credibility. Then, they update their personal position. The final version of a user’s chart,
representing their interpretation of the sources and updated opinion, might look something like
this:
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4) Put your ideas in conversation
After interpreting the sources and revising their position, students will engage in a one-on-one
discussion activity (See Appendix A) with another student who has read and interpreted the
same sources. When possible, students will be paired to discuss with someone who holds a
different view, based on their positions indicated prior to the discussion. For the digital version
(see Digital and Analogue Versions below), we imagine pairing classrooms from different parts
of the country. Each student would have a one-on-one conversation with a student from the
remote classroom, through a video chat platform.
The discussion protocol asks them to discuss their reasons for the locations of individual
sources. By initially focusing the debate on interpretation of sources, rather than the students’
personal beliefs, we hope to avoid triggering personal identity conflicts involved in some topics.
Students are asked to identify points of agreement, disagreement, and importantly, concessions
they are willing to make.
5) Reflect on larger issues in society
Finally, students come back together as a class to reflect on larger issues in society. This is an
opportunity for the teacher to combine the data from the 2 classes, so that students can
visualize and discuss the landscape of opinions on the topic. The teacher may use the
discussion guide in Appendix B as inspiration.

Digital and Analogue Versions
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Our product currently exists in 2 forms. We have a physical version of the chart, where students
move push pins to represent their belief and the sources, and use that to engage in the
discussion activity in person with someone else. This way incorporates the benefits of physical,
in-person interaction, and has zero technology requirements for the classroom. We also have
an online version, where students use software to express their belief and interpret sources, and
do the discussion activity over a video chat platform. The advantage of this version is a greater
opportunity for students to engage with different people, as well as the ability to save their
charts and come back to them later.

Sources Modules For Different Topics
The activity described above can be applied to any causal claim. As mentioned earlier, we
recommend having students repeat the full core loop with multiple claims. Each activity for a
given claim involves giving students a curated set of sources. While a teacher may research
and create her own module of sources, Belief Map will offer the service of researching, curating,
and tailoring sources into digestible modules that can be completed by a student in a
reasonable amount of time.
Modules of sources for the following claims are described below.
1) What is the effect of this mechanic on my car?
The first module is a tutorial. It introduces students to the tool, and the basic concept that
different sources of information can have different credibility. Four “credibility factors” are
discussed, to scaffold students’ understanding credibility: relevance, honesty, robustness, and
plausibility. Each credibility factor will have a “contrasting case,” in the form of yelp reviews.
Students will imagine a scenario when they’re choosing a restaurant, or a mechanic, or a hotel,
and must judge the credibility of different sources of information that may help them with this
choice.
The basic content of the module can be found in A
 ppendix C.
2) What is the effect of BPA on health?
See Appendix D
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3) What is the effect of antioxidants on health?
See Appendix E
4) What is the effect of restricting access to guns on society?
See Appendix F

Lesson to Address Bias, Identity, and Respect
This lesson would specifically address political bias and other forms of motivated reasoning.
Students must experience this lesson before doing a full module on a politically controversial
topic. While we have not fully developed this lesson, it is an important reflection for students to
have. Teachers may incorporate some of the following content:
http://theoatmeal.com/comics/believe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E7mTZt7jCJI
http://www.livingroomconversations.org/

Existing solutions (“competition”):

AllSides.com
AllSides is a news platform which exposes bias and provides multiple angles on the same news
story. Their bias rating--attached to every news source--is determined by user surveys among
other metrics. Allsides is a valuable resource for discovering new sources in part because it is
curated--while it does include strongly biased sources like Breitbart and Democracy Now, most
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social media content is filtered out.
Allsides offers users various levels of engagement. For many users, it is a way to sort and find
articles from different sources on a given topic, with bias made explicit. This is incredibly useful.
Users who wish to get more engaged can vote on the bias of a news source, and take the
survey. There is also an education section for teachers who want to address polarizing issues in
the classroom.
Elements we will leverage: AllSides is a great resource for breaking echo chambers and
exposing users to new evidence and perspectives. The curated modules in Belief Map will have
a similar effect--we will present sources that represent a range of perspectives.
How we will be different: Once a user has been exposed to alternative viewpoints, what do
they do? AllSides is a great resource for encountering multiple perspectives, but the reasoning
and conversations that follow are entirely left up to the viewer. Belief Map provides a scaffolded
activity to guide students through the murky waters of contradicting beliefs.
Also, our project goes beyond politics. AllSides ranks and sorts sources based on their political
slant. Belief Map hones in on specific claims.
Civity / MisMatch / Living Room Conversations
Civity, MisMatch, and Living Room Conversations are all organizations working collaboratively
to promote civility, understanding and respect across political and cultural lines. MisMatch is a
startup (in development) that matches users with people who are different from them, facilitates
a video chat and discussion protocol (developed by Living Room Conversations) centered
around respect and relationships first.
Elements we will leverage: The one-on-one discussions facilitated by MisMatch were an
inspiration for our discussion protocol with Belief Map. We appreciate the value of a one-on-one
face-to-face interaction.
How we will be different: Civity, MisMatch, and Living Room Conversations are all focused
entirely on civility, understanding and respect. This is necessary and a good place to start. With
Belief Map, we offer the next step in improving dialogue across party lines--critical thinking and
argumentation.
ProCon.org
ProCon is an education website which lays out the pros and cons of controversial issues
ranging from gun control and illegal immigration to vegetarianism and school uniforms. It is a
valuable resource for debates. In addition to the pros and cons, the site contains in-depth
articles on the history and background of certain issues, as well as original headlines and news
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stories, which all interlink with each other. Users can easily navigate from the pros and cons of
an issue to the background and history, to memorable quotes for each side.
Elements we will leverage: We like how ProCon is organized around issues, not stories, while
stories still weave through the issues.
How we will be different: ProCon is absolutist -- issues are presented as having 2 sides.
Inevitably, this sacrifices a degree of nuance necessary for critical thinking.
ProCon is not interactive; it does not allow for users to state their position or engage with each
other. Also, the pros and cons listed are predetermined by the creators of the site, rather than
the users themselves. Our users will state their positions and justify why, and share that with
others. Users of Belief Map will dive deeper into the meaning of each pro and con,
differentiating between different kinds of truth, belief, and evidence.
Deliberative Polling
Deliberative Polling is the most active poll you will ever take. Instead of passively answering
questions to measure public opinion, in deliberative polling, ordinary citizens actually fly out to a
central location, meet and engage in dialogue with competing experts and political leaders.
Briefing materials are sent to all participants before the event. Trained moderators facilitate
group discussions. Participants’ opinions are assessed before and after the event, and
researchers found that opinions actually become less polarized after deliberative polling. This is
ground-breaking, because usually group discussions result in i ncreased polarization.
Elements we will leverage: What is it about deliberative polling that changes people’s beliefs
towards the center? We will try to implement this same strategy, to the extent possible.
How we will be different: Our platform is online. Deliberative polling is prohibitively expensive
and disruptive, by requiring participants to actually fly out to a multi-day event. Can we achieve
this level of depth and engagement online and in the classroom?
Stanford History Education Group: Civic Online Reasoning Project
Stanford History Education provides curricular resources for thousands of social studies
teachers across the country. Their current project focuses on teaching students how to evaluate
credibility on the internet among other 21st century civic skills. The research generated from
their reports helps illustrate what separates effective internet sleuths from the average
layperson. Their curriculum on civic online reasoning provides fantastic resources for how to
teach critical analysis skills in the digital age.
Elements we will leverage: What are the core skills that fact-checkers employ that an average
user does not? What are the most effective ways to teach students these behaviors? The
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general skillset provided by SHEG is a good model to base how our interventions should look.
How we will be different: Our platform is online. SHEG’s curriculum is provided as lessons
with non-controversial stimuli that students have little personal attachment to. We want users to
applying this reasoning in the same arena with which they actually engage with the internet.
Medium
Medium is an online publishing platform developed by a twitter cofounder around concept of
social journalism, similar to wordpress. A unique aspect of medium sites involves their
“most-highlighted” feature in which every article posted on a medium site displays to the reader
the line most-highlighted by every reader across the internet in a shaded overlay. This feature
really drives interaction around the article and provides a central focus point, and it also creates
a collaborative community that exists outside of each article.
Elements we will leverage: We want to leverage the interaction of seeing overlay on text that
is socially driven. We think it could provide a form of engagement that gets away from the
standard mode of engagement: comments at the bottom of an article.
How we will be different: Our platform involves interaction beyond just recognizing the text that
is highlighted. Also, instead of completely open-ended comments, where users can say
anything they want, Belief Map restricts “commenting” to an interpretation of the source’s stance
on a given causal claim. Users’ arguments for or against the source’s stance are reflected in
their own personal belief charts. We think this could be a more effective form of online
engagement.
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EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS
We performed 4 sets of user testing: two Stanford Splash courses, a class at Maha Rishi High
School in Iowa, and a session with 2 adults who were on opposite ends of the ideological
spectrum.

Stanford Splash Prototypes
We taught two ~2 hour  Stanford Splash courses to 15 high school students. The structure of
the classes are as follows:
1) A presentation on critical thinking in science and history
2) A b
 rief introduction to the chart. Using the claim structure, “what is the effect of [X] on
health”?, students placed different foods and substances on the chart
3) Full class: module on antioxidants. We, the teachers, walked through 6 sources about
antioxidants, as a whole class
4) Individual: module on BPA. Students received a handout of sources, which they placed
on the chart individually.
From this first round of prototyping, we found that students do update their beliefs about these
topics, based on new information. This is itself a minor indicator of success. Students’ beliefs
(about antioxidants and BPA) are flexible enough to be updated in light of new evidence. Here
are some examples of how students’ positions moved:
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In each case, exposure to the sources about antioxidants caused students to increase their
level of certainty. However, most students (except for one) moved their belief to a lesser effect.
Given the nature of the sources (the most credible of which claimed little to no effect for
antioxidant supplements), this was the expected movement.
When it came to interpreting the sources, we found that we needed to provide more scaffolding
on the evaluation of credibility. We started to notice some “wrong” ways of doing this. While the
absolute position of a given source is subjective, and there can be no one “right” position, the
relative position of different sources does have right and wrong answers. The following example
of a student’s placement of sources includes many wrong elements.
1) An advertisement for pomegranate juice (which provides zero evidence) is ranked higher
than a New York Times article about a scientific study in mice
2) A large meta-analysis of over 120,000 participants was ranked almost equally credible
as a small RCT with a sample size of 29
3) Date of publication was not taken into account. This module includes two pieces from the
same source--Dr. Oz Show--from different dates. One show broadcast in the early
2000s, the other in 2015. This student positioned the older episode higher than the
newer one.
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And in the following chart, another inconsistency was noticed. One of the sources was about a
study which picked up BPA in people’s urine, but provided no evidence as to the health effects
of that. This source, however, was ranked highest on the credibility scale, in the following
example:
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From the the Stanford Splash prototyping, we developed a second iteration which provided
more scaffolding on evaluating credibility.

Maha Rishi High School Prototype
A volunteer teacher at Maha Rishi High School implemented our revised lesson in a 50 minute
class of ~17 high school students. The structure of the class was:
1) Introduction to the chart
2) Class discussion of credibility and the 4 credibility factors: relevance, robustness,
honesty, and plausibility
3) Individual activity using module on BPA and health
This prototype involved an addition to the chart: 4 “credibility factors” which appeared as sliders
below the chart. Students were instructed to position each source on each of the 4 credibility
factors, and then on the chart. The prototype also included an improved introduction to the
chart, using Yelp reviews as sources of information and a lesson on credibility.
While the credibility exercise had some value, it was too time consuming, and ended up being a
burden on students. After discussing with the teacher, we decided to remove the sliders from
the chart. The credibility factors may still be incorporated in the discussion of credibility. Overall,
the teacher reported, “students were generally interested in the topic and engaged in discussing
sources. This type of learning is valuable.”
See Appendix H for images of the charts from this class.

Tony and Nicole
Tony and Nicole are a father and daughter who have long been on opposite sides of the political
spectrum. They volunteered to try out our updated activity prototype for the topic of gun control.
The structure of the activity was as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Mark your initial position on the chart
Interpret the module of 12 sources by placing them on the chart
Update your personal position
Engage in a discussion activity

See Appendix G for the charts from their activity. See Appendix F for the sources used in the
module.
Tony and Nicole wrote of their experience:
“There was a lot of evidence I would not have otherwise seen.”
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“It was really interesting to hear your explanations about personal security. I can definitely
understand your position more.”
“We were not very different on a lot of things, which was surprising.”

CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
Looking forward, we need to do more user testing on controversial topics. We need to build the
functional online platform, so that we can then test the discussion activity between remote
users. MisMatch.org has already expressed interest in partnering with us to facilitate this round
of prototyping. We will then develop a robust set of modules on different topics, and we see this
as a potential revenue stream. We could sell thoroughly researched curated modules to
teachers and schools, while offering the platform for free, for anyone who wants to curate their
own sources.
We also envision a Version 2.0, which would reach beyond the classroom, for anyone on the
internet who wants to express, track, and inform their beliefs in this way. This could evolve into a
new kind of social network, where people share what they believe and why in a way that
focuses on critical thinking and engaging in difference. This global version could be integrated
across platforms, where sources of information are directly linked to their Belief Maps.
Belief Map aims to foster critical thinking skills and facilitate transfer to politically relevant topics.
If people can learn these skills, disagreements won’t be so combative, political debates will
become more reasonable, and we an get our democracy back on track.
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Appendix A
Discussion Protocol: Follow steps 1 and 2, then choose any of the remaining questions
to better understand your partner’s perspective and communicate your understanding,
finish with step 7.
1. Introduce yourself to your partner. Share any information about yourself that
you think may have affected your beliefs when it comes to the topic at hand.
2. Switch sources charts with each other. Take three minutes to look over where
your partner placed each with respect to the vertical and horizontal axis.
3. Norming on a source- look at source _____ . Let’s try to come to a consensus
on the level of credibility for this source. Consider the factors in assessing
credibility:

4. Points of Agreement- On which source(s) did you and your partner agree
most for both axes? See if you can unpack why that might be the case.
Explanation:
Check all that apply:
Source: _______

Credibility: _____
Effect strength: ___
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Explanation:
Source: _______

Check all that apply:
Credibility: _____
Effect strength: ___

5. Points of Division- On which source(s) did you and your partner disagree
most for both axes? See if you can unpack why that might be the case.
Explanation:
Check all that apply:
Source: _______

Credibility: _____
Effect strength: ___
Explanation:

Source: _______

Check all that apply:
Credibility: _____
Effect strength: ___

6. Willing concessions- What is one piece of evidence or idea from the other
side that you can admit holds merit in your view? Push yourself to examine
your own biases here.
7. Reveal of belief placement and reflection● Would you change anything about your placement now?
● What types of evidence are most important to you moving
forward?
● What would you need to see to change your mind about this
question?
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Appendix B

Discussion guide for full-class debrief after the activity
●

●

●

●

Debrief after student one-on-one discussions
○ What did you learn about your discussion partner, and their beliefs?
○ What parts of the discussion brought you closer together, and what brought you
further apart? Why do you think that happened?
Flexibility of belief
○ Did anyone change their position, after evaluating the source? Why or why not?
○ Can you change your position without changing your mind?
Sources and credibility [project the aggregate positions of two sources, for everyone in
the class]
○ Is there a right or wrong answer for how credible this source is, relative to the
other?
○ What makes a source more or less credible?
[project the aggregate positions of everyone in the class]
○ Look at the landscape of opinions within our class. Is it possible to split us into 2
groups?
○ If we as a class had to agree on a policy or regulatory decision related to this
claim, what would be your recommendation?
○ Should the general public be trusted to make decisions like this, or should
decisions be left to the experts?
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Appendix C
Sources module for What is the effect of this mechanic on my car?
Source #1:

Source #2:
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Source #3:

Source #4:

Source #5:
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Source #6:
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Appendix D

SOURCE #1
Study: BPA linked to heart disease, diabetes, liver
problems
Deborah L. Shelton, Chicago Tribune
http://www.chicagotribune.com/lifestyles/sns-bpa-effects-webspec-story.html

September 16, 2008
In the first large-scale study in humans of a chemical ubiquitous in the lives of
Americans, a team of researchers reported that exposure to bisphenol A was
associated with cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes and liver-enzyme
abnormalities in adults.
For the new study, Dr. David Melzer and colleagues from the Peninsula
Medical School in Exeter, England, divided a representative sample of 1,455
U.S. residents ages 18 to 74 into quartiles based on BPA concentrations in
their urine. The BPA data came from the 2003-2004 National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey conducted by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention.
The researchers found that people who had the highest concentration of BPA
had almost three times the odds of cardiovascular disease as did those with
the lowest concentrations, even when factors such as race, income and
education levels were accounted for.
Dr. Anila Jacob, senior scientist for the Environmental Working Group, a
Washington-based research and public health watchdog organization, said the
study indicated that BPA might play a more significant part in causing
diabetes and other chronic diseases than previously thought.
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SOURCE #2
Maybe That BPA In Your Canned Food Isn't So
Bad After All
Jon Hamilton, National Public Radio
Feb 6, 2013
http://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2014/02/26/283030949/government-studies-suggest-bpa-ex
posure-from-food-isn-t-risky

Maybe BPA isn't so bad after all.
The plastic additive has been vilified by environmental advocacy groups. But
the chemical had no effect on rats fed thousands of times the amount a typical
person ingests, government scientists are reporting in the journal Toxicological
Sciences.
The results "both support and extend the conclusion from the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration that BPA is safe as currently used," says Daniel Doerge, a
research chemist with the FDA's National Center for Toxicological Research.
Scientists agree that in large doses, BPA can act a bit like the hormone
estrogen. But there's been a lot of debate about whether the tiny amounts found
in people have the potential to cause problems.
In their most recent study, the researchers exposed rats to BPA starting a few
days after conception and continuing through sexual maturity. Doses ranged
from about 70 times the amount that Americans typically get through their diet
to millions of times that amount.
And even when rats got more than 70,000 times what a typical American
ingests, there was no change in body weight, reproductive organs or hormone
levels, the scientists reported. "In the low-dose range, there really were no
biologically significant changes observed at all," Doerge says.
It was only when exposures were millions of times higher than what people
typically get that the scientists saw changes like those caused by the body's own
sex hormones.
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SOURCE #3

Canned foods linked to BPA risk in new
study
By Jacqueline Howard, CNN
Updated 3:35 PM ET, Wed June 29, 2016
http://www.cnn.com/2016/06/29/health/canned-foods-bpa-risk/

There has been an ongoing debate about just how much of the industrial chemical
Bisphenol A (or BPA) lurks in canned foods and whether it poses a health risk.
Now, a study published in the journal Environmental Research on Wednesday
suggests that canned soups and pasta can expose consumers to higher
concentrations of BPA than canned vegetables and fruit -- and although those
foods are tied to BPA concentrations, canned beverages, meat and fish are not.
"I am not surprised by these research findings, as others have shown that
consuming canned foods is one of the highest routes of exposure to BPA," said
Deborah Kurrasch, an assistant professor at the University of Calgary Cumming
School of Medicine who was not involved in the study. "This study serves to
illustrate that consuming canned foods continues to be a source of
contamination."
The study included data collected on 7,669 people, ages 6 and older, in the United
States between 2003 and 2008 as part of the National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey.
The researchers analyzed the data, which indicated what each person had eaten
in the past 24 hours as well as whether BPA concentrations were detected in each
person's urine on the same day.
The researchers found that people who consumed one canned food item in the
past day had about 24% higher concentrations of BPA in their urine compared
with those who had not consumed canned food. The consumption of two or more
canned food items resulted in about 54% higher concentrations of BPA.
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SOURCE #4
BISPHENOL A FACT SHEET
http://www.bisphenol-a.org/pdf/FactSheet-human.pdf
Bisphenol A is Not Carcinogenic or Mutagenic
Numerous studies indicate that bisphenol A is neither carcinogenic nor mutagenic. Most
notably, these include lifetime animal studies conducted by the U.S. National Toxicology
Program, which concluded that “there was no convincing evidence that bisphenol A was
carcinogenic.” Government and scientific bodies worldwide have affirmed this conclusion in
their comprehensive assessments of bisphenol A. •
Bisphenol A Does Not Affect Reproduction or Development
In their comprehensive risk assessment on bisphenol A, the European Union concluded that
bisphenol A does not affect reproduction or development at any realistic dose. This conclusion is
based on comprehensive studies that examine laboratory animals across multiple generations,
including studies conducted by the U.S. National Toxicology Program, and several studies that
specifically examined low doses. •
Bisphenol A Does Not Cause Low-Dose Endocrine Effects
In recent years, a hypothesis has been advanced claiming that exposure to extremely low doses
of bisphenol A could cause health effects by disrupting endocrine functions. Reported low-dose
effects have not been replicated or corroborated in independent laboratories and are not
consistent from study to study. Large-scale experiments following internationally accepted
guidelines have found no evidence for endocrinerelated reproductive or developmental effects
from low doses of bisphenol A. The validity of low-dose effects is not supported by the weight of
scientific evidence, as reviewed by scientific and government bodies worldwide. Page 2 of 2 •
Human Exposure Poses No Significant Risk
Consumers would have to eat more than 500 pounds of food and beverages in contact with
polycarbonate plastic or epoxy resins every day of their lives to exceed exposure levels
determined to be safe by the European Food Safety Authority and the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. The safe exposure levels are defined as a daily oral exposure that is likely to
be without an appreciable risk of deleterious effects during a lifetime. Numerous biomonitoring
studies that measure actual exposure levels have confirmed that typical human exposure to
bisphenol A is approximately 1000 times below the safe exposure levels.
Who We Are

This web site is sponsored by the Polycarbonate/BPA Global Group, which is organized regionally at the
American Chemistry Council, PlasticsEurope, and the Japan Chemical Industry Association.
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SOURCE #5
BPA's Lasting Effects on Kids May Start in the Womb
TOM PHILPOTT, MAY 19, 2016 6:00 AM

http://www.motherjones.com/environment/2016/05/new-study-bpa-makes-young-girls-p
ut-excess-fat
The US childhood obesity rate remains high and is probably still inching upward. A new

study points to a possible contributing factor that's often neglected: prenatal exposure to

bisphenol A (BPA), a chemical widely used in plastic water bottles, metal food cans, and
receipt paper.

A team of researchers from Columbia University, Johns Hopkins, and the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention tracked 369 mother-child pairs from the third trimester
of pregnancy until the kids turned seven years old. They measured BPA levels in the
moms' urine during pregnancy and then checked the kids' height, weight, waist

circumference, and body fat as they aged, also measuring their BPA levels. They

adjusted the results for factors that could potentially skew the results, including race and
pre-pregnancy obesity among the moms.

They found that 94 percent of the pregnant women in the study had measurable levels
of BPA in their bodies. The kicker: The higher the mothers' BPA exposure was during

pregnancy, the more signs of obesity girls showed at age seven, as measured by body
fat and waist circumference compared with height. There was no such association for
boys; nor was there any relation between BPA levels in the kids' urine and obesity as
they grew.

While the current study found evidence for an obesity effect from prenatal exposure,
others—like this one—have also found an obesity association in older girls from

childhood exposure. Previous studies have also linked to BPA to neurodevelopmental
disorders and asthma in kids.
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Source #6

In BPA safety war, a battle over evidence
By Warren Cornwall, Science Magazine, Feb. 9, 2017 , 2:00 PM

http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2017/02/bpa-safety-war-battle-over-evidence
The risks of BPA contamination are still in dispute. One reason: Studies have produced
conflicting or inconclusive results, in part because alterations in the endocrine system
can be subtle and hard to pin down. Another is a deep rift between academic scientists
and regulators about which kinds of studies are best for shaping government oversight
of chemicals.
In 2014, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) vetted 161 new studies about the
potential health effects of BPA. The goal was to see whether science could make a
definitive judgment about the compound's safety and light a clear path for regulators.
The compilation of evidence included reams of papers published in peer-reviewed
journals, many of which found evidence suggesting tiny amounts of BPA could tinker
with the human body. Yet agency scientists judged most of the studies to be useless for
setting policy. The number they found to be compelling enough to help determine a safe
dose of BPA: four. None reported an effect from small doses.
The divide highlighted by those results extends far beyond the BPA fight to disputes
surrounding regulations over chemicals ranging from flame retardants to pesticides. On
one side is research performed at many universities. On the other are so-called
guideline studies, done using rules called "good laboratory practice" (GLP), which
emerged in the 1970s and '80s and shape most chemical research in industry and
government labs. The approach, which includes standards for data collection, record
keeping, and acceptable kinds of tests, was born of a push to improve chemical safety
studies. Two of the four studies that passed muster in the BPA review, for example,
were guideline studies. But critics say the rules and standards have become barriers to
using the most advanced science and weighing all the evidence available.
In 2008, the agency declared that the amount of BPA people typically ingest from food
poses no health risks. It relied chiefly on two GLP guideline studies that found no
evidence of harm from low doses. Both were done by a private lab with funding from the
plastics industry. Since then, FDA has reviewed emerging research several times. It has
now acknowledged there is some concern about BPA's effect on the brain and behavior,
and on the prostate gland, but it hasn't changed its overall assessment that the dose
people typically get from food doesn't pose a risk. And it continues to label many
academic studies as flawed or not usable for setting regulatory standards.
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Appendix E
Source #1:
New York Times
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/19/science/19fat.html

Longer Lives for Obese Mice, With
Hope for Humans of All Sizes

Sustaining the flickering hope that human aging might somehow be decelerated,
researchers have found they can substantially extend the average life span of
obese mice with a specially designed drug.

The drug, SRT-1720, protects the mice from the usual diseases of o
 besity by
reducing the amount of fat in the liver and increasing sensitivity to insulin.
These and other positive health effects enable the obese mice to live 44
percent longer, on average, than obese mice that did not receive the drug…
SRT-1720 was designed to mimic resveratrol — the trace ingredient of red wine
that is thought to have antioxidant properties.
The findings “demonstrate for the first time the feasibility of designing novel
molecules that are safe and effective in promoting longevity and preventing
multiple age-related diseases in mammals,” Dr. de Cabo and colleagues write in
Thursday’s issue of the new journal Scientific Reports. Their conclusion supports
claims that had been thrown in doubt by an earlier study that was critical of
SRT-1720.
“This is good evidence that this compound has a positive effect on the physiology
of the obese animal, and that is definitely promising for humans,” said Jan Vijg,
an expert on aging at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine in the Bronx.

Source #2:
http://glossycover.com/dark-chocolate/?utm_content=buffer1698d&utm_medium=so
cial&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
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Chocolate lovers unite- I bring you great news! I know it’s hard trying to live a
healthy life, and depriving yourself of the small joys in life like chocolate. The
good news is that we may have it all wrong- chocolate may not be so bad for us
after all.

New studies have emerged stating that dark chocolate not only isn’t bad for us,
but it actually may be beneficial to our health.

Dark chocolate is high in antioxidants, and we all know how good they are for
our bodies. Antioxidants protect the body from free radicals, which are known to
cause multiple illnesses and diseases. In this study, dark chocolate was found to
have higher antioxidant abilities than some fruits such as blueberries and acai
berries. Antioxidants are also known for boosting the immune system and
protecting the skin from burns, early aging, and skin cancer.
Dark chocolate has compounds that help prevent the oxidation of the bad
cholesterol LDL. This reduces the risk of clogged arteries and the risk of heart
disease. Multiple studies showed that eating dark chocolate 2-5 times per week
lowers the risk of cardiovascular disease by over 50%. Dark chocolate has also
been found to reduce the resistance of insulin, which reduces the risk of
diabetes and heart disease.

The multiple studies and facts prove that this is not too good to be true. Dark
chocolate is the perfect sweet snack to treat yourself to every now and then,
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and now you can do it guilt-free. Life is all about balance, and it makes the
whole thing a lot easier when you don’t have to deprive yourself of everything.
Just remember to always check the ingredients and the nutritional facts, and
make sure that you are truly eating real dark chocolate.

Source #3:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hPtXJnSrGR8

Source #4:
NY Times

https://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/11/05/red-wine-component-resveratrol-ineffectiv
e-in-normal-weight-women/?rref=collection%2Ftimestopic%2FResveratrol&_r=0
Resveratrol, the red wine antioxidant shown to be helpful in improving metabolic
function in obese or diabetic people, has no discernible effect on healthy women who are
not obese, a new experiment has found.
In a small 12-week randomized, double-blinded trial, researchers gave 29 normal weight
postmenopausal women either 75 milligrams a day of resveratrol or a placebo, testing
their metabolic function at the start and end of the study.
Blood concentrations of resveratrol increased in the group given the supplements, but
the scientists found no difference between them and those given the placebo in body
composition, resting metabolic rate or glucose tolerance (a test for insulin resistance
and diabetes).
The study, to be published in this week’s issue of the journal Cell Metabolism, found that
blood pressure, heart rate, C-reactive protein levels (a measure of inflammation), LDL,
HDL and total cholesterol were unaffected by resveratrol. In other words, resveratrol
blood concentrations were associated with no quantifiable changes, beneficial or
otherwise, in any measure of metabolic function.
Does this mean that resveratrol offers no benefits? Not necessarily, said the senior
author, Dr. Samuel Klein, a professor of medicine at Washington University in St. Louis.
“We only show that metabolically healthy people get no benefits to begin with,” he said.
“We have no way of knowing whether it will prevent future metabolic complications.”
Source #5:
http://www.doctoroz.com/episode/antioxidant-myth-are-they-harmful-your-health
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Source #6:
https://twitter.com/LongevityApoth/status/892373028088291328
Source #7:

Antioxidants May
Make Cancer Worse
New animal studies explain why supposedly healthy
supplements like beta-carotene could exacerbate a dread
disease
By Melinda Wenner Moyer on October 7, 2015

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/antioxidants-may-make-cancer-worse/

Antioxidants are supposed to keep your cells healthy. That is why millions of
people gobble supplements like vitamin E and beta-carotene each year. Today,
however, a new study adds to a growing body of research suggesting these
supplements actually have a harmful effect in one serious disease: cancer.
The work, conducted in mice, shows that antioxidants can change cells in ways
that fuel the spread of malignant melanoma—the most serious skin cancer—to
different parts of the body. The progression makes the disease even more
deadly. Earlier studies of antioxidant supplement use by people have also
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hinted at a cancer-promoting effect. A large trial reported in 1994 (pdf) that
daily megadoses of the antioxidant beta-carotene increased the risk of lung
cancer in male smokers by 18 percent and a 1996 trial was stopped early after
researchers discovered that high-dose beta-carotene and retinol, another form
of vitamin A, increased lung cancer risk by 28 percent in smokers and workers
exposed to asbestos. More recently, a 2011 trial involving more than 35,500
men over 50 found that large doses of vitamin E increased the risk of prostate
cancer by 17 percent. These findings had puzzled researchers because the
conventional wisdom is that antioxidants should lower cancer risk by
neutralizing cell-damaging, cancer-causing free radicals.
But scientists now think that antioxidants, at high enough levels, also protect
cancer cells from these same free radicals. “There now exists a sizable quantity
of data suggesting that antioxidants can help cancer cells much like they help
normal cells,” says Zachary Schafer, a biologist at the University of Notre
Dame, who was not involved in the new study. Last year the scientists behind
the melanoma study found that antioxidants fuel the growth of another type of
malignancy, lung cancer.
For the new study, published in Science Translational Medicine, Martin
Bergö, a cell biologist at the University of Gothenburg’s Sahlgrenska Cancer
Center in Sweden, and his colleagues decided to look at melanoma because
rates have been increasing and because the cancer is known to be sensitive to
the effects of free radicals. They fed the antioxidant N-acetylcysteine (NAC) to
mice that had been genetically engineered to be susceptible to melanoma. The
per-weight dose they gave the mice was consistent with what people typically
consume in supplements. Although the treated mice did not develop more
skin tumors than similar mice that had not been fed the antioxidants, they
developed twice as many tumors in their lymph nodes, a hallmark of the
spread of cancer—a process called metastasis. When the researchers added
NAC or a form of vitamin E to cultured human melanoma cells, they
confirmed that the antioxidants improved the cells’ ability to move and invade
a nearby membrane.
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Appendix F
A. Do we have too many guns?— Gun Ownership in America:
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B. Has gun control been solved elsewhere?— Council on Foreign Relations on US Gun
Policy and Global Comparisons:
Masters, J. (2012, Jun). U.S. Gun Policy: Global Comparisons. Retrieved Apr, 2017.
http://www.cfr.org/society-and-culture/us-gun-policy-global-comparisons/p29735

 Australia
The inflection point for modern gun control in Australia was the Port Arthur massacre of April
1996, when a young man killed thirty-five people and wounded twenty-three others. The
rampage, perpetrated with a semiautomatic rifle, was the worst mass shooting in the nation's
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history. Less than two weeks later, the conservative-led national government pushed through
fundamental changes to the country's gun laws in cooperation with the various states, which
regulate firearms.
The National Agreement on Firearms all but prohibited automatic and semiautomatic assault rifles,
stiffened licensing and ownership rules, and instituted a temporary gun buyback program that
took some 650,000 assault weapons (about one-sixth of the national stock) out of public
circulation. Among other things, the law also required licensees to demonstrate a "genuine
need" for a particular type of gun and take a firearm safety course. After another high-profile
shooting in Melbourne in 2002, Australia's handgun laws were tightened as well.
Many analysts say these measures have been highly effective, citing declining gun-death rates,
and the fact that there have been no gun-related mass killings in Australia since 1996. Many also
suggest the policy response in the wake of Port Arthur could serve as a model for the United
States.

C. National Review on safety of concealed carry:
 “In July, the Crime Prevention Research Center published a comprehensive report on those
Americans who hold concealed-carry permits. Among the findings, the Center notes that while
the police are dramatically more law-abiding than the population as a whole (37 times more
law-abiding), permit holders in Texas and Florida — two states that keep comprehensive
records — were even more law-abiding than cops. Police officers committed crimes at a rate of
103 crimes per 100,000 officers. Permit holders in Texas and Florida committed crimes at a rate
of 22.3 per 100,000. Given that approximately 6 percent of the adult population has a
concealed-carry permit, legally concealed weapons are involved in remarkably few deaths.
But don’t tell the New York Times. Last week it editorialized against legislation that would
require states to recognize lawful concealed carry permits issued in other states. In “support”
of its argument, it tried to make the case that permit holders are a threat to public safety. Using
research from the anti-gun Violence Policy Center, it ominously claims that “since 2007,
concealed-carry permit holders have been responsible for at least 898 deaths not involving
self-defense.” Follow the link to the study, called “Concealed Carry Killers,” and you’ll find that
almost 300 of those 898 deaths were suicides.
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Where does that number fit within the context of all gun deaths in the United States? During
the same ten-year span when 898 deaths occurred, there were more than 100,000 homicides
and more than 300,000 total gun deaths. Given that approximately 6 percent of the adult
population has a concealed-carry permit, legally concealed weapons are involved in remarkably
few deaths. Simply put, if you’re standing at a bus stop, and you know the person to your left is
an armed concealed-carry permit holder, and the person to your right does not have a carry
permit, the person to your right is statistically a far, far greater threat to your life than the
permit holder. That’s just a fact. Indeed, that person’s hands and feet are more dangerous to
you than the permit holder’s gun. Applying the New York Times’s own preferred data set, more
people were murdered by fists and kicks in 2015 alone than were murdered by
firearm-wielding concealed-carry permit holders in the last ten years.”

D. Risks and benefits of a gun in the home (choose one from both the risks or benefits)
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E. Op-Ed on Second Amendment

'Nothing to debate': Second
Amendment, legal gun in my purse
saved our lives
By Lynne Russell

 Published July 08, 2015
 FoxNews.com

The United States of America is a great country. You can debate absolutely anything, whether
or not it has merit, and whether or not it's any of your business.
But guns? There's nothing to debate. Throw out all the numbers and expert opinions. I've got
your expert right here, and it's called EXPERIENCE.
Just before midnight June 30th, my husband, Chuck de Caro, and I and our Weimaraner were
four days into an all-American, cross-country road trip. We'd just dined with a friend in
Albuquerque and intended to hit historic Route 66, then stop for the night.
Realizing it was late and Route 66 is no fun in the dark, we stopped at a pet-friendly Motel 6.
Chuck showered; I went to the car for dog food.
He was making wild passes with his gun. Finally he lunged at the briefcase in front of me, and
headed for the door. For a second, I thought he'd leave. Instead, he opened fire on my husband.
The armed guard patrolling the second floor was engrossed in a phone conversation, instead of
checking the parking lot.
I unlocked our door, picked up the food I'd placed at my feet and was assaulted by a jackass
with a big, silver semi-automatic weapon.
He shoved me into the room. I was airborne and landed on the bed. He shut the door and stood
behind it, gun on me, debating his next move.
He didn't expect Chuck to open the bathroom door. My husband  (Air Force Academy, U.S.
Army Special Forces), said "What's going on here?" and advanced into the room. Stark naked
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and dripping wet, he maneuvered himself in front of the small table between the beds,
concealing two small .380 legal handguns we'd brought in from the car.
I moved around, we spoke to the assailant, kept him busy, offered him things, kept him from
focusing. We felt he'd shoot when he'd gotten what he wanted. He was comfortable with the
situation, had been there before.
I walked my purse to Chuck, talking about finding something inside. I reached behind Chuck
and slipped a gun in, then handed it to him, asking if he could see anything that we might give
the man. He said yes, wrapping his hand around the gun.
The assailant grew agitated as I again walked across the room, splitting his concentration. He
was making wild passes with his gun. Finally he lunged at the briefcase in front of me, and
headed for the door.
For a second, I thought he'd leave. Instead, he opened fire on my husband. Chuck returned fire,
emptying his gun even as he was bleeding profusely.
Bottom line: Assailant DOA in the parking lot. My hero recovering from five gunshot wounds. We
both are alive.
Now, ask me how I feel about the right to bear arms. Here's the truth:
1. Criminals will always have guns, this is not about them.
2. Americans have a constitutional right to bear arms. Humans have a right to defend
themselves. If we didn't have the Second Amendment, we would create it.
3. You can't control everything; but if it makes you feel better, go with a simple law preventing
violent offenders from buying firearms. Make it "violent" offenders rather than "white collar"
offenders, or most of Capitol Hill won't be allowed to own them.
4. Get a gun, get legal, be responsible, trust yourself. Don't trust yourself? Then don't carry. But
for God's sake then, shut the f**k up about it, because that's where your involvement ends.
Chuck and I were married one year ago, on the Fourth of July. Sure, we celebrated our first
wedding anniversary in a hospital. But thanks to the Second Amendment, my crack-shot
husband and the pistol he used, we were able to have a first anniversary.
Lynne Russell is a former Headline News anchor and CNN correspondent.
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G. Prager University Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wAXxQBIfH7I

K. Neil deGrasse Tyson tweet:
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Appendix H
Sources Charts
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Personal Belief Charts
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